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Abstract—In accordance with the progressive knowledge-to-ability 

transformation laws, a hierarchical learning model composed of cognitive layer, 

application layer, and design layer was created and applied to college computer 

teaching. This model was used to facilitate the deep learning among students 

through the association establishment, step-by-step understanding, and 

comprehensive application of new and old knowledge. In the teaching design 

process, the “5-problem” teaching, which centered on “student–problem–

activity–resource,” was conducted and applied to the “Small Private Online 

Course (SPOC) + flipped classroom.” The teaching result was assessed using 

the proposed hierarchical classification method. Results demonstrate that the 

improved teaching model remarkably enhances the ability of noncomputer 

major students to solve the practical problems encountered in their specialties 

by virtue of computational thinking through the data analysis of evaluation 

results and students’ survey feedback. The students obviously speak more 

highly of the improved teaching model than the traditional blended teaching in 

the aspects of teaching content organization, learning effect, integration degree 

with the specialty and satisfaction. The degree of their participation in the 

flipped classroom reached as high as 90%. 

Keywords—Deep learning, hierarchical learning model, computational 

thinking, blended teaching 

1 Introduction 

The COVID-19 outbreak at the beginning of 2020 greatly affected the normal 

teaching of schools at all levels across the globe. Schools were closed to different 

degrees and replaced by large-scale online teaching in succession to cope with this 

epidemic crisis [1-3]. The traditional classroom and online classroom present long-

term coexistence and deep integration after the epidemic is alleviated [4]. With the 

extensive implementation of blended classroom teaching, many institutions of higher 

learning have adopted the blended teaching model in basic computer course with 

comprehensive consideration of the course features, limitation of credit hours, 

knowledge freshness, and sharing of faculties from famous schools.  
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Basic computer course is a core general course for noncomputer majors in 

institutions of higher learning. College students with noncomputer majors can master 

the basic concepts, basic principles, and basic methods of computer science by 

learning this course. They can cultivate their ability to solve practical problems in 

their own specialties through computational thinking. This course basically decides 

the future basic information literary of modern college students. Thus, enhancing the 

teaching effect of this course is of great importance to students’ abilities in solving 

practical problems via information technology. Although students have preliminarily 

acquired the basic abilities to use computer to obtain, process, and transmit 

information through blended learning, they lack the abilities to solve comprehensive 

problems with the help of computer and the autonomous learning and collaborative 

learning abilities by modern IT means. Thus, the students always rest on surface 

learning, namely, low-order thinking, due to the shortage of proactive exploration, 

migration, and application of knowledge and innovative thinking. Therefore, they fail 

to solve practical problems on new application scenarios. Hence, improving the 

teaching quality of college computer courses and facilitating their students to master 

information processing techniques through teacher imparting, collaborative learning, 

and self-learning are currently important research problems among educators. These 

processes enable to reach the goal of solving the application problems related to their 

own majors by virtue of computational thinking.  

The teaching practice of college computer course is taken as an example. A 

hierarchical learning model is proposed in this study to facilitate deep learning and 

then applied to “SPOC + flipped classroom” blended teaching for reaching the 

teaching objectives. 

2 State of the Art 

College computer courses are characterized by “diversification, modularization, 

integration, and networking” [5]. Much research work has been conducted regarding 

teaching reform to improve the computer teaching quality in universities and colleges 

and strengthen students’ abilities to solve comprehensive problems through 

computational thinking. 

Zhang combined Rain Classroom and Educoder platform to construct a blended 

teaching model for the fundamentals of college computer [6]. Being highly efficient, 

this blended teaching model facilitated the multichannel teacher–student interaction 

and problem feedback in the teaching cycle. However, how to solve the problems 

faced in teaching, guiding students’ thinking by using these interactions and feedback, 

and improving the teaching quality was not described in detail. Wang built an 

intelligent teaching model for basic computer courses in colleges [7]. The model 

design was detailed in the pre-class, in-class, and after-class processes from the aspect 

of course deployment, followed by the data acquisition, analysis, and prediction of 

behavior in the whole learning process. However, only the design approach was 

given. This approach can be easily stuck in various problems, such as extremely 

ambiguous learning behavior of data feedback and multi-evaluation and lack of 
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flexible teaching methods when applied in practical teaching. The improvement 

degree of teaching quality achieved by this teaching method remains to be further 

investigated. Fang introduced the implementation strategies and processes of 

“MOOC+ SPOC+ flipped classroom” blended teaching model and realized the 

blended classroom teaching [8]. However, problems, such as incomplete multilayer 

teaching task decomposition, neglection of student analysis, and insufficient degree of 

students’ participation in learning are encountered. Uzun deemed that the way that 

students learn does not change although the blended learning changed the learning 

environment [9]. Hence, guiding the students to expand their knowledge breadth, 

deeply mining the relevant information, inspiring their innovative thinking, exercising 

their autonomous learning ability, and improving the teaching quality are difficult if 

the student situation, teaching method, knowledge point characteristics, and teaching 

feedback are rarely explored in the course reform. 

Asicainen pointed out that successful learning and studying in higher education 

should involve students in deep learning [10]. In 1976, the concept of deep learning 

was introduced by Marton [11], who divided learning into surface-level and deep-

level by exploring the qualitative differences in outcome due to different learning 

processes of students. Subsequently, Biggs and Entwistle et al. further expounded the 

characteristics of the two learning levels [12-15]. For the surface approach, learners 

aim to replicate or understand knowledge contents superficially, and the learning 

process is characterized by rote memorization or mechanical memory. For the deep 

approach, learners are intended to acquire a full understanding of knowledge contents, 

associate them with priori knowledge, seek for the underlying principles, weigh the 

relevant evidence, and crucially evaluate the knowledge. Feng believed that the two 

different learning processes result in the difference of learning quality [16]. To sum 

up, the learning quality of students is significantly improved if guided to deep 

learning.  

How to conduct deep learning has been explored by some scholars. Trigwell et al. 

thought that the students can be inspired by the interests in learning contents and the 

intension of active learning and thinking to conduct deep learning by using 

Approaches to Teaching Inventory [17]. Slack proposed that students’ deep learning 

can be promoted by solving problems in a simulated real environment in academic 

atmosphere [18]. He analyzed the influence degrees of synchronous communication 

and online meetings on deep learning through the SOLO taxonomy. Diana obtained 

that the problem-based learning method can enhance deep learning by analyzing the 

experimental data [19]. However, effective measurement methods are lacking in her 

study. Dinsmore et al. indicated that further defining deep learning, establishing a 

clear theoretical framework, and using tools to measure the deep learning effect are 

necessary [20]. However, effective evaluation criteria are lacking. Through the above 

literature analysis, the key to improve the teaching quality depends on formulating 

proper teaching methods to facilitate the deep learning and verify effectively.  

A hierarchical learning model is established in the blended classroom teaching 

process to enhance the progressive understanding of knowledge from low to high 

difficulty levels and the associated application and effectively promote students’ deep 

learning. This model is used to conduct better college computer course reform. The 
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“5-problem method” runs through the whole teaching process, and the quantitative 

evaluation is conducted by using the hierarchical classification method to ensure 

reaching the teaching objectives. 

3 Teaching Design 

On the basis of computational thinking theory of Wing [21], knowledge 

decomposition was implemented from the computer teaching process in accordance 

with the progressive knowledge-to-ability transformation. A hierarchical learning 

model was designed. Each knowledge module deepens the deep learning through the 

associated construction of cognitive layer, application layer, and design layer, as 

shown in Figure 1. The course design and teaching method based on the hierarchical 

learning model are introduced. 
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Fig. 1. Hierarchical Learning Model 

3.1 Course design  

The course design includes the early-stage analysis, design of course standard, 

overall plan, teaching program, and teaching content. 

First, early-stage analysis includes the investigation on students’ characteristics, 

survey of learning foundation, formulation of course objectives, analysis of blended 
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learning environment, and positioning of occupational post demands. The feasibility 

report of blended teaching under the perspective of deep learning is obtained. 

Second, formulation of course standard includes the compilation of course 

standard, study of teaching program, and formation of overall course program and 

report. 

Third, appropriate teaching content is formulated. The organization of teaching 

content, determination of teaching objectives, and allocation of credit hours are 

realized in accordance with the proposed hierarchical learning model to achieve the 

goals of deep learning. 

Table 1.  Teaching Contents and Teaching Objectives at Different Cognitive Layers 

Cognitive 

layer 
Feature 

Teaching content 

program 

Teaching 

objective 

Theoretical 

credit hours 

Experimental 

credit hours 

Cognitive 

layer 

Understand the 

fundamentals of 

information technology 
and meaning of 

computational thinking 

Computational 

method and 
thinking 

Knowledge 

and interest 
8 0 

Application 

layer 

Solve computable 
problems through 

computational thinking 

Data and data 

processing 

Application 

and ability 
12 12 

Design layer 

Design new computational 

methods to solve 
computable problems 

Combination of 

computational 

thinking and 
professional 

problems 

Thinking and 

innovation 
20 20 

 

From the organization of course contents at each layer, the course teaching 

contents are constructed, selected, and determined, and then the minimum set of 

course teaching contents suitable for computer general education is formed. Other 

teaching content modules with respect to this are extended, and the students can be 

enabled to conduct autonomous learning and collaborative learning after class by 

utilizing IT and rich network teaching resources. Different teaching methods are 

designed specific to different teaching activities and then assessed using different 

evaluation methods on the basis of the differences between the cognitive layer, 

application layer, and design layer in the teaching objectives. 

3.2 Formulation of evaluation scheme  

The evaluation mechanism is formulated through the hierarchical classification 

method. In accordance with the characteristics of multilayer (cognitive layer, 

application layer, and design layer) learning contents, the related evaluation methods, 

such as platform testing, group cooperation, peer review, intergroup evaluation, 

interview defense, practical operation, assignment display, and online examination are 

flexibly chosen. The “self-evaluation–student evaluation–teacher evaluation–

computer evaluation” is perfected, as shown in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 2. Hierarchical Classification-based Evaluation Mechanism 

The importance degrees of evaluation indexes are quantitatively sorted using the 

Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) method. 

Detailed evaluation criteria and scoring rules are formulated, and a scientific 

evaluation scheme is obtained. 

The basic idea of TOPSIS method is to find the best and worst schemes (expressed 

by the optimal vector and worst vector, respectively) on the basis of the normalized 

original data matrix. The distances from each evaluation object to the ideal solution 

and the negative ideal solution are calculated, and the relative approaching degree of 

each evaluation object to the ideal solution is acquired, which is taken as the basis for 

evaluating the scheme quality. 

1. Construct an initial evaluation matrix: The decision matrix has m expert scores 

𝑓𝑗 ( m,,,j 21= ) and n evaluation indexes 𝑍𝑖 = (𝑍𝑖1, 𝑍𝑖2, … , 𝑍𝑖𝑚)(𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑛). 

𝑋𝑖𝑗 is the score given by expert j to index i, and the initial evaluation matrix X is 

listed as follows:  

 𝑋 =

[
 
 
 
 
𝑋11 𝑋12  … 𝑋1𝑚
𝑋21 𝑋22  … 𝑋2𝑚 

… … … …
𝑋𝑛1 𝑋𝑛2  … 𝑋𝑛𝑚 ]

 
 
 
 

 (1) 

2. Normalize the evaluation matrix: In the evaluation model, the key evaluation 

indexes include the percentage of learning schedule completed, platform testing, 

peer review, classroom questioning, defense in flipped classroom, random problem 

extraction, and preemptive reply on platform. If the evaluation criteria vary from 

expert to expert, normalizing the indexes is necessary. Specifically, the absolute 

evaluation values need to be transformed into relative values, so as to solve the 

homogeneity problem of different index values. Here, the values are transformed 

through Formula (2), and the data converted are then properly adjusted.  
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𝑋𝑖𝑗
, =

{
 
 

 
 

 𝑥𝑖𝑗  ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ − 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑒𝑠 

1
𝑥𝑖𝑗⁄  𝑙𝑜𝑤 − 𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑒𝑠 .

𝑀
(𝑀 + |𝑥𝑖𝑗 −𝑀|)
⁄  𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥𝑒𝑠 

 (2) 

All low-priority indexes and neutral indexes are converted into high-priority index 

𝑋𝑖𝑗
,

. For convenience, 𝑋𝑖𝑗
,

 is still denoted as  𝑋𝑖𝑗  in the transformed matrix, followed 

by the normalization processing. 

 𝑧𝑖𝑗 =
𝑥𝑖𝑗

√∑ (𝑥𝑖𝑗)
2𝑛

𝑖=1

 (3) 

The normalized matrix 𝑍 is obtained on this basis as below. 

 𝑍 =

[
 
 
 
𝑧11 𝑧12  … 𝑧1𝑚
𝑧21 𝑧22  … 𝑧2𝑚

 
… … … …

𝑧𝑛1 𝑧𝑛2  … 𝑧𝑛𝑚 ]
 
 
 

 (4) 

Calculate the weighted decision matrix: The standardized evaluation matrix 𝑍 

that underwent dimensionless processing is multiplied by the weight matrix 𝑊 of the 

authority degree of each expert to obtain the weighted decision matrix 𝑈, where  

 𝑢𝑖𝑗 = ∑ 𝑧𝑖𝑗 ∗ 𝑤𝑗𝑘 , 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑛; 𝑘 = 1,2, … ,𝑚 .𝑚
𝑗=1   

𝑈 =

[
 
 
 
𝑧11 𝑧12  … 𝑧1𝑚
𝑧21 𝑧22  … 𝑧2𝑚

 
… … … …

𝑧𝑛1 𝑧𝑛2  … 𝑧𝑛𝑚 ]
 
 
 

 

[
 
 
 
 
𝑤11 0 …  0
0 𝑤22  …  0 
… … … …
 0 0 … 𝑤𝑚𝑚 ]

 
 
 
 

=

[
 
 
 
𝑢11 𝑢12  … 𝑢1𝑚
𝑢21 𝑢22  … 𝑢2𝑚

 
… … … …

𝑢𝑛1 𝑢𝑛2  … 𝑢𝑛𝑚 ]
 
 
 

(5) 

3. Determine the positive and negative ideal solutions: The positive ideal solution 

U+ is composed of maximum value in each column of 𝑈. 

𝑈+ = (𝑈1
+, 𝑈2

+, … , 𝑈𝑚
+), 𝑈𝑗

+ = {max 𝑢𝑖𝑗| 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑛}, 𝑗 = 1,2, … ,𝑚 (6) 

Similarly, the negative ideal solution U− consists of minimum value in each 

column of 𝑈. 

𝑈− = (𝑈1
−, 𝑈2

−, … , 𝑈𝑚
−), 𝑈𝑗

− = {min 𝑢𝑖𝑗| 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑛}, 𝑗 = 1,2, … ,𝑚 (7) 

4. Calculate the Euclidean distances: Calculate the weighted Euclidean distances of 

each alternative from the ideal solution and the negative ideal solution. 

 𝐷𝑖
+ = √∑ (max 𝑢𝑖𝑗 − 𝑢𝑖𝑗)

2𝑚
𝑗=1  (8) 

 𝐷𝑖
− = √∑ (min 𝑢𝑖𝑗 − 𝑢𝑖𝑗)

2𝑚
𝑗=1   (9) 
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5. For each alternative, calculate the ratio 𝑪𝒊 as 

 𝐶𝑖 =
𝐷𝑖
−

𝐷𝑖
++𝐷𝑖

−  0 ≤ 𝐶𝑖 ≤ 1 (10) 

The closer the 𝐶𝑖 to 1, the more important the evaluation index. Therefore, 𝐶𝑖=1 if 

𝑈𝑖  is an ideal solution, and 𝐶𝑖 =0 if it is a negative ideal solution. The closer the 𝑈𝑖  to 

the ideal solution, the more approximate the 𝐶𝑖  to 1. 𝐶𝑖  can be ranked to give the 

scientific evaluation criteria on the weight setting basis of learning evaluation indexes.  

3.3 Hierarchical blended teaching method 

The corresponding blended teaching method is designed in accordance with the 

characteristics of teaching contents at each layer. This process is performed to 

improve the teaching quality of course contents at different layers and satisfy the 

learning needs of students with different learning bases. 

Connotative blended teaching: Connotative blended teaching refers to revealing 

the computer essence by explaining the computing theory, computer system, and 

computer language at the cognitive layer, as shown in Figure 3. During the teaching 

process, the related knowledge is extended by giving full play to the high-quality 

online teaching resources of school SPOC to compensate the students’ individual 

differences and cultivate their cognition and interests.  

 Connotative blended teaching

Self-study 
online

Lecture 
in class

Teaching strategyTeaching strategy

Computing theory

Computer system

Computer language

Support calculation

Language evolution

Key points of cognitive layerKey points of cognitive layer

Binary calculation

  

Fig. 3. Connotative Blended Teaching 

Case-based blended teaching: Case-based blended teaching is mainly applied to 

the case interpretation of concepts and operations related to logical calculus, computer 

application, algorithm, and programming (Figure 4). The students’ habits of deep 

thinking and extensive association are cultivated through simulation and verification, 

thereby further improving their knowledge application abilities.  
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Fig. 4. Case-based Blended Teaching 
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Evolution-based blended teaching: Mainly applied to the design layer, evolution-

based blended teaching refers to introducing the software and hardware integrated 

application and programming through the case demonstration in classroom. This 

explorative learning style can strengthen the students’ abilities to solve professional 

problems through comprehensive knowledge and program thinking and enlighten 

their ways of thinking and consciousness of innovation deeply, as shown in Figure 5. 

Evolution-based blended teaching
Software and hardware 
integrated application

Programming
Practice to 

improve skills
Students lecture 

and evaluate

Teaching strategyTeaching strategy Procedural thinking to 
solve professional problems

Key points of design layerKey points of design layer

Combination of software & 
hardware applications and 
professional knowledge

 

Fig. 5. Evolution-based Blended Teaching 

4 Teaching Implementation and Teaching Effect 

The learning objectives, key teaching points, teaching implementation plan, 

assessment, and evaluation criteria, were formulated for each knowledge point. The 

learning resources and toolkits required were issued, and the classroom teaching was 

conducted using the “5-problem method” (pose the problem, analyse the problem, 

solve the problem, extend the problem, and evaluate the problem) by centring on 

“student–problem–activity–resource,” as shown in Figure 6. 
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Fig. 6. “5-problem” Teaching 

4.1 Teaching implementation 

The execution of machine-level routine is a core module of college computer 

course. Here, the execution process of machine-level routine is taken for example to 

introduce the concrete teaching process through the hierarchical learning model. 
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Pose the problem: The teacher raised the problem via the online learning platform 

before the class. How can the automatic solving of polynomial (6*4+5) *3 through the 

computer system be realized? The students thought about the problem-solving 

methods by searching information, such as machine language and John von Neumann 

theory. Online real-time discussion proceeded between the teacher and students. The 

conclusion was obtained through the online layer-by-layer progressive guidance given 

by the teacher as follows: The algorithm and program of machine-level routine should 

be compiled using the basic hardware in the computer system in accordance with 

understandable and executable rules, and the calculation is performed in the end. 

The students summarized the machine instructions required in this case through 

self-learning, as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2.  Machine Instructions 

Machine instruction 
Function 

Operation Op-code Address code 

Fetch 000001 X 
Fetch the number in memory cell X out and send to 

the arithmetic unit 

Save 000010 Y 
Save the number in arithmetic unit into memory cell 

Y 

Addition 000011 Z 
Add the number in arithmetic unit to the number in 
memory cell Z, and reserve the result in the arithmetic 

unit 

Multiplication 000100 Q 

Multiply the number in arithmetic unit by the number 

in memory cell Q, and reserve the result in the 

arithmetic unit 

Printing 000101 P Print the number in memory cell P 

Halt 000110  Halt instruction 

 

Analyze the problem: In classroom, the students joined in classroom learning and 

completed the deep and fine processing of new knowledge under the guidance of the 

teacher by recalling the pre-class offline self-learning contents. 

The polynomial machine language (Figure 7) was written rapidly through group 

cooperation in class with the machine language mastered before class. 

000001 0000000111    //Instruction: Fetch the number in memory cell 7 out and send to the arithmetic unit  (4)

000100 0000001000    //Instruction: Multiply the number in arithmetic unit by the number in memory cell 8, 

                                               and reserve the result in the arithmetic unit（6*4）

000011 0000001001    //Instruction: Add the number in arithmetic unit to the number in memory cell 9, 

                                               and reserve the result in the arithmetic unit（6*4+5）

000100 0000001010    //Instruction: Multiply the number in arithmetic unit by the number in memory cell 10, 

                                               and reserve the result in the arithmetic unit（（6*4+5）+10）

000010 0000001011   //Instruction: Save the number in arithmetic unit into memory cell 11

000101 0000001011   //Instruction: Print the number in memory cell 11

000110                          //Instruction: halt

 

Fig. 7. Polynomial Machine Language  
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Continuous explanation of teacher: The fast operation calculation can be realized 

only by reading and saving the program and data in the computer in advance. The 

concept of saving was elicited, and the knowledge points, such as conceptual structure 

of memory, memory matrix, and the logical transformation relation contained, were 

deeply interpreted. The memory structure representation solving the polynomial was 

drawn, as shown in Figure 8.  

Address of memory cell
Content of memory cell

Op-code Address code

00000000 00000000 

00000000 00000001 

00000000 00000010 

00000000 00000011 

00000000 00000100 

00000000 00000101 

00000000 00000110 

00000000 00000111 

00000000 00001000 

00000000 00001001 

00000000 00001010

000001 0000000111

000100 0000001000

000011 0000001001

000100 0000001010

000010 0000001011

000101 0000001011

000110

0000000 00000100

0000000 00000110

0000000 00000101

0000000 00000011

Programe

Data

 

Fig. 8. Schematic of Polynomial Memory Structure 

The working mechanisms of controller and clock control were introduced to enable 

the computer for automatically executing the program. The teacher let the students 

know that the execution process of an instruction was an orderly transmission of all 

types of level signals generated by the clock generator to each component under the 

control of clock cycle, as shown in Figure 9. In this way, understanding the automatic 

execution of machine-level routine became easy.  
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Fig. 9. Clock Cycle Chart  

Solve the problem: The students grasped the machine instructions, algorithm 

compilation, memory structure, and automatic control, and blended the learning 

contents through the cascade learning of the above knowledge points, thereby 

completing the study of automatic execution of machine-level routine, as shown in 

Figure 10. They deepened their understanding of the internal structure of John von 

Neumann machine via the execution process of machine instructions in arithmetic 

unit, controller, and storage.  

During the whole teaching process, the students were driven to actively participate 

in the interaction in class by flexibly using group discussion, collaborative learning, 

interaction, and process evaluation. 
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Fig. 10.  Execution Process of Machine-Level Routine 

Extend the problem: After class, platform testing and resource pushing were 

introduced to further enrich and extend the learning contents, realize the migration 

and application of knowledge, cultivate the students’ learning interests, and inspire 

their thinking of knowledge innovation. The following knowledge extension was 

completed in this case: execution process of assembly program, clock control, logical 

calculus, address decoder-memory matrix, and execution process of John von 

Neumann machine. 

Evaluate the problem: This module aimed to assess the understanding and 

application of knowledge. The original data form of the TOPSIS method was obtained 

in accordance with the hierarchical classification evaluation method and survey on 

expert scoring, as shown in Table 3.  
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Table 3.  Hierarchical Classified Evaluation Weights of Machine-Level Routine 

Module 
Knowledge 

point 

Learning 

layer 
Evaluation type Expert 1 Expert 2 Expert 3 

Execution of 

machine level 
routine 

Machine 

program, 
automatic 

control 

Cognitive 
layer 

Self-examination of learning 

progress 
6.0 10.0 8.0 

Platform testing 10.0 9.0 10.0 

Questioning in classroom 7.0 8.0 6.0 

After-class assignment 8.0 10.0 12.0 

Random sampling 

examination 
8.0 7.0 6.0 

Automatic 
execution 

process of 
calculation 

Application 

layer 

Peer review 6.0 8.0 6.0 

Evaluation by group leader 6.0 8.0 12.0 

Intergroup evaluation 10.0 7.0 8.0 

Defense in flipped classroom 14.0 9.0 10.0 

Assignment display 15.0 12.0 10.0 

Problem extension 10.0 12.0 12.0 

 

After the initialization and normalization of the decision matrix, the positive and 

negative ideal solutions were calculated as 𝑈+ = (0.47,0.39,0.39)  and 𝑈− =
(0.19,0.23,0.19), respectively. The Euclidean distances 𝐷𝑖

+ and 𝐷𝑖
−were calculated, 

the ratio 𝐶𝑖 from each evaluation object to the optimal scheme was solved, and the 

evaluation index were sorted (Table 3).  

Table 4.  D Table and Sorting 

Evaluation type 𝑫𝒊
+ 𝑫𝒊

− 𝑪𝒊 Sorting 

Self-examination of learning progress 0.3145 0.1221 0.2797 8 

Platform testing 0.1934 0.2857 0.5963 4 

Questioning in classroom 0.3455 0.0424 0.1093 10 

After-class assignment 0.2280 0.2315 0.4456 5 

Random sampling test 0.3376 0.0600 0.1509 9 

Peer review 0.3678 0.0300 0.0754 11 

Evaluation by group leader 0.3087 0.2022 0.3958 6 

Intergroup evaluation 0.2550 0.1476 0.3666 7 

Defense in flipped classroom 0.1257 0.2881 0.6962 3 

Assignment display 0.0700 0.3477 0.8324 1 

Problem extension 0.1500 0.3655 0.7090 2 

 

The index weights were assessed in accordance with the sorting results, and the 

learning effect was scientifically evaluated. The teaching reflection was implemented 

with the problems, and the teacher was aware of the teaching process. Various links, 

such as course content allocation, teaching case, and flipped classroom, were 

improved and applied to the next teaching cycle. 
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4.2 Teaching effect 

The proposed hierarchical blended teaching method and traditional blended 

teaching method were conducted on the college computer course learning among 

2020 electronic information engineering major and big data major students. This 

process was performed to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed 

teaching method. After the course was completed, a questionnaire survey was 

conducted on the students and teachers in the course group in allusion to teaching 

content organization, explanation effect, learning interest, and integration degree with 

the specialty and satisfaction. The students’ participation in flipped classroom, 

achievement of online examination, and final examination results were calculated, as 

shown in Figure 11.  

 

Fig. 11.  Teaching Survey and Evaluation Results 

The proposed teaching method showed better teaching effect on the electronic 

information engineering major than the teaching effect of traditional teaching method 

on the big data major. The students were more interested in the college computer 

course, and they were relatively active in classroom learning and interacted 

considerably with the teacher. Their final examination results were superior to those 

majored in big data, with higher achievement of course objectives, as shown in Figure 

12. The professional teaching case was permeated among the students majored in 

electronic information engineering. The students showed stronger comprehensive 

ability in solving the problems of the major through computational thinking, and their 

performance in future work will be satisfying. To sum up, the proposed hierarchical 

blended teaching method is feasible with favorable teaching effect. 
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Fig. 12.  Scatter Diagram of the Achievement of Course Objectives 

5 Conclusion 

A three-layer (cognitive layer, application layer, and design layer) learning model 

was established in accordance with computational thinking theory and knowledge 

cognition process to enhance the deep learning. On the basis of this hierarchical 

learning model, the course scheme, contents, and resources were rearranged to realize 

the blended learning, and the learning effect was verified through the hierarchical 

classification evaluation method. The teaching effect was evaluated through a 

questionnaire survey on the students and teachers in the course group, and the 

following conclusions were drawn. 

1. On the one hand, the teachers become clear about the course contents and 

application of teaching method when the hierarchical learning model abiding by 

the cognitive law of “cognition–application–design” is applied to the blended 

teaching of college computer course. On the other hand, this condition accords 

with the students’ cognitive logic. The case-based teaching integrating the major, 

post, and scenario mobilizes the students’ learning initiatives and interests 

effectively, and the experimental results suggest that this model enhances the deep 

learning.  

2. The “5-problem” method (pose the problem, analyse the problem, solve the 

problem, extend the problem, and evaluate the problem) runs through the whole 

teaching process. This condition makes the teaching venation distinct, considerably 

supporting the concept deepening, case extension, and related applications to the 

majors, and facilitating students’ autonomous learning and collaborative group 

exploration activity.  

3. The problem-solving-oriented hierarchical classification method can guide students 

to utilize the extended resources flexibly, realize autonomous learning whenever 

possible, and apply what they learn to practice when used to evaluate the learning 

effect. Great importance is attached to the cultivation of their application ability, 

which will provide a solid foundation for them to complete IT-related work in the 

future. 
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